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ABSTRACT

Soy protein-based composite film is a potential replacement for petroleum-based film with multipurpose applica-
tions and cleaner production. It is difficult to improve both the tensile strength and toughness of a protein-based
film without sacrificing its elongation. In this study, inspired by the hierarchical structure of nacre, a facile yet
delicate strategy was developed to fabricate a novel bio-based film with excellent toughness and high strength.
Triglycidylamine (TGA) crosslinked soy protein (SPI) as hard phase and thermoplastic polyurethane elastomer
(TPU) as soft phase comprise an alternative lay-up hierarchical structure. The interface of these two phases is
enhanced using triglycidylamine (TGA) surface-modified TPU (MTPU). The tensile strength of SPI/MTPU/TGA
films increases by 392% to 7.78 MPa and their toughness increases by 391% to 8.50 MJ/m3 compared to soy
protein/glycerol film. The proposed hierarchical structure can also be extended to other high-performance materials
and polymers.
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1 Introduction

Many researchers have recently investigated the use of bio-based composites to replace conventional
petroleum-based materials [1–6]. Among all bio-based materials, soybean protein isolate (SPI), a
renewable by-product of the soybean oil industry, is biodegradable, easily processed, and biocompatible
[7]. These qualities make SPI a strong candidate for bio-adhesive, film, and hydrogel products [3,8,9].
Soy protein is a viable renewable resource for producing environmentally safe and cleaner industrial
products [10]. However, composite films processed from pure soy protein are brittle due to the strong
intra-/intermolecular interactions among soy protein molecules [11]. Adding small molecular plasticizers,
such as hydroxylamine and polyols glycerol [12], can reduce the intra-/intermolecular interactions among
soy protein molecules and increase the mobility of the protein chains, thus reducing the brittleness of soy
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protein composite films. Nontoxic and water-soluble organic plasticizer-glycerol was usually used in SPI.
However, the inherent hydrophilicity and increased pliability of SPI/glycerol films remit poor mechanical
strength and low water resistance [3]. In addition, glycerol in the protein matrix easily migrates outward
under thermodynamic effect, which limits the application of these composite materials.

Many attempts have been made to improve the mechanical properties of SPI composite films [13]. For
instance, Bozaci et al. [14] incorporated virgin coconut oil (VCO), a hydrophobic component with strong
oxidative stability, into SPI films to form block copolymerization. Scherr et al. [15] crosslinked thiolated
polyglycerol dendrimer films on gold, which self-perforates upon transfer to holey carbon substrates,
forming a sub-micron-sized hydrogel network with enhanced mechanical properties. These additives react
with the functional groups (e.g., amino, hydroxyl, carboxylic) on proteins to form a crosslinking network
that significantly improves the mechanical strength and water resistance of the resultant composite films.
However, this method compromises the film’s toughness and elongation at break. It is necessary to
develop an environmentally friendly plasticizer that yields flexible and stretchable bio-based composites
film without compromising their strength [16].

Nacre has a “brick-mortar” structure assembled from aragonite and organic alternating layers exhibiting
exceptional hardness, toughness, thermo stability, and barrier effect [17,18]. “Bricks” of mineral polygonal
tablets with 200–500 nm thickness and 5–10 mm diameter as mesocrystals were assembled from nanograins
with organic materials in this study as shown in Fig. 1b [19]. This highly complex, delicate, multi-scale,
multi-level assembly structure has favorable mechanical properties. The “mortar” in this case is the
protein matrix (Fig. 1c) [19], which includes different organic components such as chitin and lustrin A
[20]. Frequent crack deflection between the two phases during fracture of the nacre, in addition to the
aragonite tablet, toughen the material. This hierarchical structure of alternating soft and hard phases has
very high strength and toughness. Bulletproof glass is another noteworthy example of a similar strong,
tough hierarchical structure [21]. Inspired by the structural qualities of nacre, soybean protein membranes
with a hierarchical structure were designed in this study to improve the mechanical properties, water
resistance, and toughness of soy protein composite films.

Thermoplastic polyurethane elastomer (TPU) is a block copolymer composed of isocyanate (curing
agent), macromolecular polyether or polyester glycol (constituting the soft segment backbone), and
polyhydric alcohol or amine a as chain extender (or hard segment structure). TPU has many advantages
[22] including high abrasion and chemical resistance, adjustable mechanical properties and
biodegradation rate, and strong blood and tissue compatibility [23,24]. Many researchers have used TPU
to toughen existing materials and develop new composite materials. For instance, Boyd et al. [25]
improved the delamination resistance and durability of structural composite laminates with TPU
interlayers that allow decoupling the structural plies within the laminate, thus preventing catastrophic

Figure 1: Natural nacre (a) digital image of abalone nacre. (b) 95 vol% CaCO3 platelets assembled into
layered structure. (c) 5 vol% protein and chitin bond CaCO3 platelets. Reproduced from reference [19]
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delamination. The TPU molding process is simple and allows for the fabrication of products with various
shapes, and therefore has been utilized throughout automotive, transportation, textile, petrochemical,
building construction, shipbuilding, mechanical engineering, electronic information, medical, and military
industries [26,27]. TPU, as a simple, clean and nontoxic additive, can improve the toughness of soybean
protein films and reduce the amount of chemical additives necessary to fabricate them.

In our strategy, soy protein is crosslinked by a self-synthesized eco-friendly crosslinker, epoxide (TGA),
as hard phase and thermoplastic elastomer TPU as soft phase to produce a novel hierarchical composite film.
TPU is surface-modified by TGA to enhance the interface between the TPU and soy protein matrix and
prevent delamination. The effect of the hierarchical structure on the performance of the soybean protein
membrane was evaluated in terms of thermo stability, morphology, mechanical properties, and
microstructure by comparison against unmodified film. Both the tensile qualities and toughness of the
protein-based film improved without any reduction in elongation after engineering the hierarchical
structure. Further, plasticizer does not migrate outward from the proposed film due to the hydrophobicity
of TPU. Building a hierarchical structure with an obvious soft and hard phase can improve the
performance and toughness of other composite materials and polymers as well. In summary, a simple,
effective, and environmentally friendly strategy was established in this study for substantial enhancement
of bio-based film performance.

2 Experimental Procedures

2.1 Materials
SPI (95% protein) was provided by Yu Wang Ecological Food Industry Co., Ltd. (Shandong, China).

Commercial TPU was purchased from Kexin Polymer Materials Co., Ltd. (Kunshan, China). Glycerol
(99% pure), N, N-dimethylformamide, and sodium hydroxide were obtained from Beijing Chemical
Reagents Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China) and used without further purification.

2.2 Preparation of the TGA
TGA was synthesized by reacting epichlorohydrin with ammonia [28]. Epichlorohydrin and aqueous

ammonia were mixed in a three-necked flask with a mole ratio of 3:1, then the resulting mixture was
reacted from 50°C to 65°C and stirred for about 2 h until the temperature stabilized. A condenser tube was
installed on the three-port flask to maintain a stabilized temperature. The residual epichlorohydrin and
ammonium hydroxide were removed by vacuum distillation, resulting in a colorless syrup consisting mostly
of tris(3-chloro-2-hydroxypropyl) amine. Finally, sodium hydroxide solution (50%) was added to the syrup
for 2 h at 20°C to induce epoxy ring closure. The precipitate of sodium chloride was filtered off, then the
residue was vacuum distilled to obtain pure viscous TGA. The reaction pathway is shown in Scheme 1.

Scheme 1: Synthesis of TGA
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2.3 Preparation of the MTPU
MTPU was synthesized based on the epoxy crosslinker (TGA) and TPU. TGA and TPU with a mole

ratio of 4:1 were placed into a three-necked flask equipped with a condenser and stirrer. The resulting
mixture was continuously stirred for 2 h at 60°C in a constant temperature water bath to make the amino
group in the TPU react with the epoxy group on the epoxy crosslinking agent. The mixture was filtered
with hydrogen peroxide using a glass sand core filter device, then residual epoxy crosslinking agents
were removed. Finally, the epoxidized TPU solution was freeze-dried to obtain MTPU in the form of a
light white powder.

2.4 Characterization of TPU and MTPU
For 1H NMR analysis, TPU or MTPU (30 mg) was dissolved in (DCON(CD3)2) and spectra were

acquired on a 300-MHz JEOL ECS-400 spectrometer (Japan) over an acquisition time of 3.0 s [29].

2.5 Preparation of SPI Films
SPI-based films were prepared via a two-step casting method [30]. First, SPI (5 g) and distilled water

(95 g) were sequentially added to a 250 mL beaker and stirred for 30 min. The pH of the protein
dispersion was adjusted with a 10% sodium hydroxide solution to 9 ± 0.1 and then heated in a water bath
at 85°C for an additional 30 min. TPU and MTPU powders were dissolved in N, N-dimethylformamide
solution to obtain a 10% transparent solution, which was added to the above protein dispersions
separately. A certain amount of glycerol, TPU, or MTPU (as listed in Tab. 1) was dispersed in the SPI
solution while the mixture was constantly stirred. To form a more homogeneous composite, the SPI/
glycerol, SPI/TPU, or SPI/MTPU solutions were sonicated for 20 min. The resulting mixtures were then
poured into Teflon plates and dried at 60°C. Finally, the films were placed in a saturated K2CO3-regulated
desiccator (approximately 50% relative humidity).

2.6 Characterizations of TPU, MTPU, SPI-Based Films
2.6.1 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy

The TPU, MTPU, and modified soy protein-based films were cured completely and ground into
powder. FTIR analyses were conducted on a Nicolet 7,600 spectrometer (Nicolet Instrument Corporation,
Madison, WI) with a potassium bromide crystal. The spectra were recorded within a range of 650 cm−1–400 cm−1

with 32 scans.

2.6.2 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
The thermal stabilities of the TPU, MTPU, TGA, and cured films were measured on a TGA instrument

(TA Q50, WATERS Company, USA). Approximately 3–8 mg of powdered film samples were weighed and
scanned from 25°C to 610°C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min in a nitrogen environment [31]. The weight
changes were recorded throughout.

Table 1: Formulations of SPI-based films

Sample SPI-based film formulation

SPI/glycerol SPI (5 g); glycerol (3 g); Deionized water (95 g)

SPI/TPU SPI (5 g); TPU (3 g); Deionized water (95 g)

SPI/TPU/TGA SPI (5 g); TPU (3 g); Deionized water (95 g); TGA (1 g)

SPI/MTPU SPI (5 g); MTPU (3 g); Deionized water (95 g)

SPI/MTPU/TGA SPI (5 g); MTPU (3 g); Deionized water (95 g); TGA (1 g)
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2.6.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
A SEM analyzer (FEI Quanta FEG650) with an accelerating voltage of 10 kV was used to observe the

surface morphology of the samples. The section morphology of the SPI films was analyzed after applying
liquid nitrogen embrittlement to obtain flat sections.

2.6.4 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
Atomic force microscopy (AFM, Bruker Multimode 8) was used to observe the surface morphologies of

SPI-based films in order to verify the microphase separation structure of the prepared soybean protein
composite film. A phase diagram of the sample was obtained on a Bruker-type atomic force microscope
in the tapping mode so that changes in different surface areas could be observed. The DMT elastic
modulus of the soy protein films was tested in peak force tapping quantitative nanomechanical mode to
characterize the soft and hard surfaces of the protein films. The degree of difference was determined
between the soft and hard phase structures.

2.7 Mechanical Performance
The mechanical properties of the films were measured at room temperature on a universal testing

machine (Instron 3365, Norwood, MA) equipped with a 100 N load cell. The specimen dimensions were
10 mm × 80 mm with a 50 mm gauge length. The thicknesses of films (five replicates) were measured
with a digimatic micrometer. The tensile strength (TS) and elongation at break (EB) of each film were
determined as per the mean value of six replicates.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Analysis of TGA, TPU, MTPU
Fig. 2a shows the FTIR spectra of TGA, TPU, and MTPU. For TGA, the absorption peaks at 2,956,

1,427, 1,302, 1,202, 1,050, 881 and 744 cm−1 were attributed to –CH3 absorption, C=O stretching,
isopropyl, O–C–O stretching, the substituted aromatic, epoxy group, and out-of-plane deformation of the
carbonate group, respectively [28]. The peaks at 881 cm−1 and 913 cm−1 of TGA spectrum were
attributed to the epoxy group. In the MTPU spectrum, the intensity of the –CH2–, −CH3 and C–N
stretching vibration peak increased and the peak of epoxy group was comparable with that of TPU,
indicating successful TGA grafting on TPU (Fig. 2d).

Fig. 2b shows the TG and DTG curves of TPU and MTPU. After grafting TGA, the peak thermal
degradation temperature of MTPU reached 345.8°C, which was higher than that of TPU at 319.6°C; the
new structure formed by TGA grafting showed higher thermal stability. This can be attributed to the high
carbon content of TGA and the formation of a different structure. The structure and surface modification
process of TPU were also examined by 1H NMR spectroscopy (Fig. 2c). In the 1H NMR spectrum of
TPU, the proton signals of the solvent were located at 2.47 ppm (peak 1), whereas the numerous strong-
intensity signals at 1.19 ppm (peak 2) were attributable to methyl (–CH3) protons. Finally, signals at 3.32
ppm (peak 3) and 7.13 ppm (peak 4) were thought to methylene (–CH2–) protons and N–H protons. As
shown in the figure, the methylene (–CH2–) protons of MTPU increased and the N–H protons of MTPU
decreased compared with TPU, indicating that TGA was successfully grafted on TPU to form MTPU.

3.2 Performance of SPI-Based Films
Fig. 3a shows the FTIR spectra of films. The amide bond distribution of SPI/glycerol film is shown in

Tab. 2. The broad band at 3,325 cm−1 corresponds to the bending vibration of the free and bound N–H and
O–H groups, which formed hydrogen bonds with the carbonyl group on the peptide bond in the protein.
The characteristic peak observed at 2,931 cm−1 can be attributed to the stretching vibration of methylene
(–CH2–) [32].
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Figure 2: (a) FTIR spectra of TGA, TPU, and MTPU; (b) TGA and DTG curves of TPU and MTPU; (c) 1H
NMR spectrum of TPU and MTPU; (d) Synthesis of MTPU

Figure 3: FTIR and TG/DTG curves of films
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For SPI/TPU film, the ester bond characteristic peaks of TPU appeared at 1,731 cm−1, indicating that
TPU was uniformly dispersed in the SPI film. Compared to SPI/glycerol films, no new peaks were
detected in the spectrum of the SPI/TPU films, indicating that SPI and TPU were physically blended
without chemical reaction or bond formation. Incorporating TGA did not change the intensity of Amide I
between SPI/TPU/TGA films and SPI/TPU films. Therefore, compared with SPI/TPU films and the
SPI/TPU/TGA film based on the Amide I, the Amide II (N–H) peak of SPI/TPU/TGA films decreased
and a blue shift occurred; the epoxy group of TGA reacted with the protein active group (–NH2, –NH–)
to form a crosslinking network (Fig. 4a).

In comparison with SPI/TPU films, based on the intensity of the amide I peak, the N–H peak decreased and
the C–N peak of the SPI/MTPU film significantly increased. The Amide II blue shifted, indicating that the epoxy
group of MTPU reacted with the active groups (–NH2, –NH–) in the protein. In this process, TPU was
connected with SPI by TGA to form a hierarchical structure with alternating soft and hard phases (Fig. 4b).
However, the SPI matrix was not strong enough to form a hard phase. To enhance the hard phase in the
hierarchical adhesive, epoxy crosslinking agent TGA was added again to crosslink proteins. Compared with
SPI/MTPU films, the Amide I and Amide II of SPI/MTPU/TGA films show no obvious changes while the
Amide III significantly gained intensity, indicating that the addition of TGA strengthened the C–N stretching
vibration peak. Therefore, the epoxy cross-linker TGA was used as the bridge linked MTPU with the cross-
linked protein to form a hierarchical structure with obvious alternative lay-up of soft and hard phases.

Fig. 3b shows the TG/DTG curves of films. The SPI/glycerol film underwent three degradation stages:
dehydration reaction from 20 to 130°C, glycerol degradation from 130 to 270°C, and backbone peptide
degradation from 270 to 450°C [33]. After TPU addition to SPI, two degradation peaks appeared at
280.5°C and 300.9°C due to incompatibility between TPU and the SPI protein dispersion. After adding
TPU and TGA together, the epoxy group in TGA reacted (–NH2, –NH–) in protein to form a stable
chemical connection, while the TPU was dispersed homogeneously in the crosslinked network to form an
interpenetrating network structure. The degradation peak of SPI/TPU/TGA film moved to 319.5 and
384.8°C, indicating that the thermal stability of the SPI/TPU/TGA film improved over that of SPI/TPU

Table 2: Characteristic peaks for SPI-based films

Amide bond Wavenumber (cm−1) Group characteristic peak

Amide I 1,661 C=O stretching

Amide II 1,540 N–H bending

Amide III 1,234 N–H stretching and C–N stretching

Figure 4: Cross-linking of (a) SPI/TGA/TPU adhesive and (b) SPI/MTPU/TGA adhesive
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films. For SPI/MTPU films, the degradation peaks merged into one peak at 301.6°C, which was attributed to
the synthesized MTPU reacting with SPI form a hierarchical structure with hard and soft phases. However,
when TGAwas added into SPI/MTPU film (SPI/MTPU/TGA film), the degradation peak moved to 305.9°C
and became higher than that of the SPI/MTPU film, indicating that TGA linked with SPI to form a
hierarchical structure with enhanced hard phases and an integrated cross-linked structure.

3.3 Mechanical Properties of SPI-Based Films
A series of SPI-based composite films were fabricated to investigate the effects of TPU on their

mechanical properties (Figs. 5a–5d). The SPI/glycerol films exhibited extremely low strength and
toughness at 1.58 MPa and 1.73 MJ/m3 (curve 1), respectively, with an elongation at break of 202.7%.
The addition of glycerol appears to have formed weak hydrogen bonds with SPI resulting in relatively
low strength and toughness. SPI/TPU composite films (curve 2) showed an obvious increase in tensile
strength, from 1.58 to 8.25 MPa compared with the SPI/glycerol films, due to the high strength of TPU
itself and the formation of a layered structure with protein. However, the toughness and elongation at
break of the SPI/glycerin films were only 1.28 MJ/m3 and 17.3%, respectively, which can be attributed to
the brittleness of SPI and delamination between SPI and TPU. In other words, an improvement in the
toughness of the film decreased its tensile strength.

Figure 5: (a) tensile stress-strain curves of neat SPI/glycerol films (curve 1), SPI/TPU films (curve 2),
SPI/TPU/TGA films (curve 3), SPI/MTPU films (curve 4), SPI/MTPU/TGA films (curve 5); (b) tensile
strength and toughness of SPI films, (c) elongation at break of SPI films, (d) tensile strength, elongation
at break, and incremental tensile strength of SPI-based films and other reported SPI-based films [30,34–44]
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As expected, after the addition of TGA (curve 3), SPI/TPU/TGA films showed good stretchability
(elongation at break of 106.7%) and an obvious increase in toughness (4.15 MJ/m3) compared with the
SPI/TPU films. The epoxy groups in the crosslinking agent TGA reacted with active groups in soybean
protein molecules to generate a crosslinked structure and hard phase in the film. TPU was interwoven
into the cross-linking structure to form an interpenetrating network structure as a soft phase which
completed the hierarchical structure with alternating soft and hard phases, thus improving the toughness
of the films. However, the tensile strength of SPI/TPU/TGA films were recorded at 5.88 MPa, which is
29% lower than that of SPI/TPU films. The reduction in tensile strength may be due to delamination
between the crosslinked SPI and TPU.

TPU was grafted by TGA and mixed with SPI to develop SPI/MTPU films with enhanced interfacial
bonding between the soft and hard phases (curve 4). The epoxy group on MTPU reacted with the active
group in the protein (-NH2, -NH-) to form a hierarchical structure. Compared with SPI/TPU films, the
strength and toughness of SPI/MTPU films improved by 143% and 114% to 3.85 MPa and 3.71 MJ/m3,
respectively. The elongation at break of SPI/MTPU films was 119.7% higher than that of SPI/TPU films.
After the addition of TGA (curve 5) to the SPI/MTPU films, the toughness and elongation at break further
increased to 8.50 MJ/m3 and 155.7%, respectively. The tensile strength of SPI/MTPU/TGA films was 7.78
MPa, marking a 32.3% increase over SPI/MTPU films and a 392.0% increase over SPI/glycerol films. This
improvement is attributable to the construction of a hierarchical structure with soft and hard phases as well as
improvement in the interface between soft and hard phases having formed an integrated cross-linked structure.

Fig. 5d compares the tensile strength and elongation at break of SPI/MTPU/TGA films with other
SPI-based complex films. The SPI/MTPU/TGA films show much better breaking strain properties than
other SPI-based composites films, which indicates that an integrated hierarchical cross-linked structure
with alternating soft/hard phases benefits both tensile strength and toughness.

3.4 Microstructures of Films
Fig. 6a shows the fracture surfaces of soybean protein composite films at 1,000 times magnification. For

SPI/glycerol films, the cross-section showed a relatively smooth and continuous fracture surface during the
crack growth process, which was mainly caused by the brittleness of the protein matrix itself [45]. An
irregular rough strip structure was observed in the SPI/TPU films, which signifies relatively weak
interface interaction between SPI and TPU due to the simple physical combination without any reaction.
A strip-like structure was also observed in the cross-sections of SPI/MTPU composite films, however, it
was more uniform and denser than that of SPI/TPU films. Thus, the epoxy crosslinker was successfully
grafted onto the TPU. The epoxy group in the MTPU reacted with SPI to reduce delamination between
SPI and TPU, which showed a small strip structure. After adding TGA into SPI/TPU films, the cross-
section became more compact and rougher compared with the SPI/TPU films. To this effect, TGA reacted
with SPI to form a cross-linked structure, while the TPU uniformly penetrated into the crosslinked SPI to
form rough but uniform cross-sections. A similar but rougher section was observed in the SPI/MTPU/
TGA film, indicating that the crosslinked SPI connected with MTPU to form a hierarchical structure with
alternating soft and hard phases. In the film formulation, TGA enhanced the hard phase of the
hierarchical structure to create visibly distinguishable layers and reinforced performance in the film.
MTPU enhanced the chemical bonds between crosslinked SPI and TPU, which further enhanced the
interfacial interaction between the two phases to prevent delamination.
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The surface nano topographies of the SPI/TPU, SPI/MTPU, and SPI/MTPU/TGA films were examined
by AFM as shown in Fig. 7. Ultra-thin sample sections were used, so the height mapping was relatively
consistent (a, b, c). Some epoxy resins had higher hardness caused by knife marks during the sectioning,
but the middle parts were basically flat and unchanged, which ensured a high degree of uniformity among
the three samples. The DMT modulus diagram (a1, b1, c1), shows a higher modulus and hardness in the
sample area corresponding to an increase in brightness. These high-modulus areas may be attributed to
the solidified structure of the film. A small amount of high-modulus and high-brightness components
were unevenly interspersed in the dark area of the SPI/TPU film (a1), indicating that SPI and TPU had
similar moduli. SPI and TPU were only physically bound; no chemical bonds were generated. After SPI
and MTPU were incorporated, the film modulus range expanded and the high modulus area grew more
uneven, indicating that the epoxy group on MTPU reacted with SPI to improve the crosslinking structure.
However, the low modulus of SPI did not allow for a hierarchical structure between SPI and MTPU.
Light and dark areas were clearly observable and well-distributed in the SPI/MTPU/TGA films, which
can be attributed to the reaction of TGA with SPI to form a crosslinking structure as a hard phase. This
hard phase linked with MTPU as a soft phase to form a hierarchical structure with clearly alternating
layers. The highest modulus of the SPI/MTPU/TGA film was 341% higher than that of SPI/TPU film.

The adhesion diagram reflects the adhesive force of each sample to the tip when a probe was pressed into it
and allowed to bounce back [46], which is a representation of its hardness and softness. The diagram (a2, b2,
c2) marks higher adhesion and hardness with relative brightness vs. darker parts. Adhesion was evenly
distributed in the SPI/TPU film but there were some dark areas indicative of low adhesion (a1). After using
SPI and MTPU to develop film, distinct light and dark areas emerged in the diagram (b2) indicating that the
epoxy group on MTPU reacted with SPI to connect them, thus improving the crosslinking structure. When
TGA was added to SPI/MTPU film, it enhanced the hard phase of the hierarchical structure to create visibly
alternating hard and soft phases. The adhesion diagram of SPI/MTPU/TGA became uniform and rough
with clearly definable brightness, which indicates where TGA reacted with SPI to form a crosslinking
structure as a hard phase linked with MTPU as a soft phase to develop a hierarchical structure with a
clearly alternating layers.

Figure 6: (a) cross-sectional SEM images of SPI films and (b) SEM images of SPI/MTPU/TGA films
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4 Conclusion

A novel bio-based film with a hierarchical structure inspired by natural nacre was developed in this study
using soy protein and TPU. In this structure, soy protein is crosslinked by TGA as a hard phase and TPU as a
soft phase as a surface modification to enhance the interface with the protein matrix while constructing
alternating layers. The film showed significant increases in tensile strength and toughness without
sacrificing elongation at break in comparison to other similar films without the proposed modification.
TGA was successfully grafted to the TPU epoxide to form MTPU. Using TGA effectively crosslinked
SPI to form a denser crosslinked network as MTPU reinforced the interface between the SPI matrix and
TPU to develop a hierarchical structure with clearly distinguishable hard and soft phases. Compared with
SPI/glycerin, the tensile strength and toughness of the SPI/MTPU/TGA composite film increased by
392% to 7.78 MPa and 391% to 8.50 MJ/m3, respectively, thus indicating superior tensile strength and
elongation break compared with previously reported films. This new hierarchical structure has significant
potential to improve the performance and applicability of biological composite materials and polymers.

Figure 7: AFM images of SPI composite films a: SPI/TPU, b: SPI/MTPU, c: SPI/MTPU/TGA; (a) height,
(a1) DMT modulus, (a2) adhesion
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